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Watering on the ground
Our ground watering systems are the result of a long experience. They are
designed to give the operator all the advantages of robustness and functionality.
Our technology allows us to have the softest drinker (opening effort less than 1gr), perfect water
supply, durability, quality, high flow rate (more than 200cc / min) without the need for a drip tray, new
bypass system for washing line under pressure.

4733 T

Joint for square tube

Round PVC pipe ø26,6mm perforated

Square tube 22x22mm

4736 T

4990 V

V-shaped aluminum support bar for
round and square tube ø26,6mm

ROUND LINE

4732 V

Galvanized connector for V-shaped
aluminum profile

4870

22x22 LINE

End Line for round tube spring height:
900mm, ø12

4870 N

28x28 LINE
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4368

Joint for round tube ø26,6mm

End line for round tube
spring height: 500mm, ø17

4101

47353000

25x25mm galvanized profile

4732 L

Sheet metal connector for galvanized
tubular

4854

End line for square tube
spring height: 900mm, ø12

4957 N|4957 F

End line for square tube h: 500mm, ø17 |
flushing version with art.4773 P
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Lifting System

4719

Plastic pulley ø60mm

4719 H

4713

Nylon pulley ø60mm

Pulley ø90mm

1601

Pulley ø90mm, in selflubricating material with
connection

4424 F

4422 F

Winch 900 Kg approx. with clutch for fuel system. To be
mounted on the wall at the head of the shed

Winch 600Kg approx. without clutch

4425

4436

4862

Pulley ø90mm, with fixing kit, ideal for wall fixing in the drinking line lifting kit

Winch for feeding and drinking lines, preferably to be
mounted on the ceiling in the center of the shed, in
order to halve the load on the cable

4738

Socket cable clamp in
steel

4716

Galvanized cable
clamp ø5mm

ELECTRIC WINCH KIT

4x
4426

Mounting plate for winch 4425

14

3x
4861

Mounting plate for winches 4422-4424F
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Sistema raccogligoccia

4860 F

Power line lifting kit. The rapid lifting of the lines is ensured with the use
of winches and pulleys, allowing easy access to the farm area during
maintenance and cleaning operations. The cable can be positioned so
that it can work in any direction, thanks to the particular shape of the
ø90mm pulley

4613 B

for tube 28x28mm

4613 CC

for tube 22x22mm
| yellow version
4613CCG

4613 N

for tube 22x22mm
| yellow version
4613NG

4613 TQ

for tube 22x22mm

4613 ZN

for tube 22x22mm

4480

Central ceiling lifting kit, consisting of winch, anchoring plate, threaded bar, two nylon pulleys ø60mm.
Usable for drinking and feeding lines

4613 BCC

for tube28x28mm

4747

Strain relief with washer
for steel cable

4746

Plastic screw clamp

4714|4737
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4715

Galvanized steel cable
ø4mm

for tube ø26,6mm

for tube 22x22mm |
yellow version 4613ZG

4613 TV

for tube ø22x22mm

4719

Pulley ø60mm
allows heavy lifting |
also suitable for power
lines

4640

Galvanized steel cable
ø5mm | ø1.6mm

4613 TT

4613 Z

4718

Polyester rope ø3,9mm

4478

Drip tray

4616

Drip tray

4606

Drip collection channel 120°

Polyester cable ø6mm
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360 ° Drinking troughs Line

Vertical Action Drinkers

The Corti Zootecnici 360 ° drop troughs have been specially designed to meet the water needs
required by chicks of any genetics from the first hours of life.
The lightness of the 360 ° drive facilitates watering for the animals by ensuring the suitability of the
flow rate of water that is delivered directly to the beak in proportion to the needs of each animal,
avoiding splashes and waste. The composition of the stainless steel parts
makes the 360 ° operated drinkers resistant in the most extreme conditions.
The design of the individual internal components of the drinking trough guarantees the delivery of
an optimal amount of water, facilitating watering even during the life cycles of animals in the most
disadvantaged conditions.

4002 H

turned version 4002HL

4002 HH

4004

turned version

The Corti Zootecnici vertical action drinkers have been specially designed to be adapted to
farms consisting of layers and reproducers.
The accuracy used in the production and the composition of the stainless steel parts make the
vertical drinkers more resistant to wear in order to guarantee an unlimited duration of use.
The design of the individual internal components of the drinker ensures the delivery of an optimal
amount of water.

4001

4003

4005 R

versione gialla 4005RG

Constant Level Drinkers

4006 H

4006 HH

4006 i

turned version 4006HL

turned version 4006HHL

turned version 4006iLL

4007 H

4007 HH

4011 HH

4260 R

4250 R
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4002 R

Circular bowl drinker, ST, quick
release

4020

Chicks bowl drinker with
extension, ST, quick release

4618

Layers and birds tray, to be
combined with art. 4005 R

4019 R

Chicks bowl drinker with
extension, ST, quick release

4619

Chicks tray, to be combined with
art. 4005 R
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SNAP drinkers line

Taps

The 360 ° drive facilitates the watering of the animals by ensuring the
suitability of the flow rate of water that is delivered directly to the
beak in proportion to the needs of each animal, avoiding waste.
Through the quick clip system, SNAP
drinkers have the ability to be applied
on the supply lines directly on rigid
PVC pipes through the practical
round or square tie without resorting
to the use of gluing products.
Also available without tie.

4778

3/4 ”sphere valve for tube
ø12x17mm

4734

Safety clip for locking
snap drinkers

4731

4781

4731 G

4731 SV

Round tube tie
sphere valve 4002 H

4778 D

3/4 ”sphere valve for tube
ø12x17mm with ring nut

Superflox valve round tube
connection tie

Sphere valve 3/4 “glass holder

Ball valve round tube connection
tie

4778 Q

3/4 ” sphere valve for tube
ø12x15mm with ring nut

4781 V

3/4 ”M tap with hose connector
ø22mm

4783

3/4 ”sphere valve with 90 ° outlet,
crystal control tube holder

4731 H

Round tube tie
valve 4004 H

4784

Sphere valve 3/4” M - 3/4” M

4785

3/4 ”M sphere valve with round
tube fitting ø26,6mm

4779

Bypass sphere valve for regulator

4773 D

Red ferrule for tube
ø12.5x15mm

4731 AQ

Square tube tie 22x22
sphere valve
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4731 HH

Round tube tieø26,6mm
super flox valve

4731 BHH

Round tube tie ø26,6mm
sphere valve

4771 L

Connection ø13 for
angle tap

4771 T

Flex or spiral tube connection øint12.5x15mm

4771 V50

Shank 45 ° hose
connection

4773 Q

Yellow ferrule for tube
ø12.5x15mm
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Spare Parts for Drinking System

Anti Roost Supports

4726 Support spring for crystal

4742

4742 T

Anti-roost support for
square PVC pipe 22x22mm
& tubular 25x25mm or
ø26,6mm

Anti-roost support for
round PVC pipe ø26.6mm
and tubular 25x25mm or
ø26.6mm

4742 TQA

Anti-roost support for square PVC pipe 28x28mm

4742 QT

Anti-roost support for tube
25X25mm, ø26.6

tube L: 65 cm
4727 Floating sphere ø
6,35mm for level control
4728 Cristal flex tube
9x12x900mm
4849 Vent valve for cristal pipe

4827

Hook for rilsan spiral

4742 QQ

Anti-roost
25x25mm, 22x22mm

4742 TQ

474202

Line start and end kit consisting of two anti-roost
supports + a clip for fixing the pressure regulator
to the aluminum V profile

4742 TFL

End-of-line support
for galvanized
support bar and
ø26,6mm tube

4742 TFLT

End-of-line support
for galvanized
support bar and
square PVC pipe

tube L: 45 cm

4727 A Floating sphere ø

9mm for level control
4728 A Cristal flex tube
12x17x500mm
4849 A Vent valve for cristal pipe

4948

Anti-roost support for
aluminum profile V

4947

Aluminum V profile
clamp for square
PVC pipe

4739

Regulator anti-roost cable tension
spring

4946

480108

Aluminum V-profile
clamp

Crystal tube holder
3/4”

4767

Support anti-roost att. round Support anti-roost att. round Extension with Two-hole cable
tube for square tube
tube ø25 e ø26,6
double anti-roost tensioner plate
22x22mm and ø25mm
wire

4742 V
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4742 TT

4726 A Support spring for crystal

4742 TFLTQ

End-of-line support
for galvanized
support bar and
square PVC pipe

4826

4826 D

Support for crystal tube

400ATZ01

Compass for
drinking troughs
n°4001-4002-4006I

400ATZ03

Compass for
drinking troughs
n°4005

Double support for crystal tube

400ATZ02

Compass for
drinking troughs
n°4006

4773 PG

Connection for
flex or spiral hose
øint12.5x15mm
threaded 1/2 ”with
ring nut

4773 P

1/2 ”ø12.5x15mm
fitting for Rilsan spiral
or 4104R hose without
ring nut
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Hydraulic Section

Pressure & Slope Regulators

6302 M

Collare 1/2” F

4901 PRESSURE REGULATOR WITH BYPASS

4802 SLOPE ADJUSTER

4901 N

4802 N

4804 E| 4804 GE

4815

4863 D

4863 N

Pressure regulator with bypass

9201

0.2% -2% dispenser for
3/4 “filter with cartridge
automatic mixing. Minimum
(art. 920101) cleanable,
capacity 10 l / h, max capacity 50 or 100 micron: max
2.5mc / h, minimum pressure pressure 10bar, 3/4” thread
0.3bar | Like article 4804E but
with 1% -5%

Pressure gauge for filter
and regulator

4803 M

Metallic pressure
reduction kit 1.5 / 7 bar

9211

Filter with washable cartridge
for polyphosphates + pliers for
unscrewing and screwing

4807 CV

Liter counter

6305|6306

3/4 ”F threaded
plastic feeding
collar ø32mm
| 1/2 “

4807 IC

Electronic liter-counter
with pulse counter output

4863 N - 4863 D

4863 D
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4863 N
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FEEDING
SYSTEM
Automatic feeding system
Water supply system
for cages

The manger that optimizes the growth of the
animal for the entire life cycle
The INFINITY feeder has been designed to meet the different breeding needs of
broilers, both for free-range and cage farming, optimizing and reducing the breeder’s
manual skills. Furthermore, INFINITY guarantees the best conversion rates by offering a
always fresh and above all contamination-free food ensuring absolute uniformity of food distribution
within the installations.

• New design with essential dimensions
• Lack of waste
• Adjustment of the minimum maximum level of the feed

4457

Feeder for cages with automatic lifting kit

4455 S

Feeder with capacitive sensor

445580M

Support for capacitive sensor
AUTOMATIC LIFTING KIT

4455

Manual feeder for ground systems

4456

Manual feeder for ground systems with
automatic lifting kit
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4473 T 3/4 SC

Towing unit with three-phase 3/4 horsepower motor for
capacitive sensor

4458

Rod for manual adjustment
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Automatic Feeding System
UNICA is an automatic feeding system, which
offers the following advantages:
• feeding of the chicks from the first hours;
• the circular grid with eleven beaks prevents the
chicks from entering, ensuring clean feed, less
waste and better growth;
• rapid filling | reduction of the overall weight of
the system
• centralized feed level control, by means of a
patented system that allows the exclusion of even
a single feeder
• the possibility of tilting facilitates emptying and
cleaning operations at the end of the cycle
(without the need for disassembly)

4470M

Automatic feeder hood complete with
micro

4479

Feed extraction auger control microswitch

Safety and durability over time are guaranteed
by the high quality of the materials used.

4470

UNICA | complete automatic feeder

4477 Clamp for tightening galvanized pipes
4475 Galvanized pipe ø45mm
4476 Steel spiral for feeding 4470

4474

5190

Wide type manger plate, with rotating top to facilitate
cleaning, anti-waste bottom, manual adjustment of the
feed level
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Plastic container at the beginning of the line |
available in different colors

4473 T1

Feed pulling unit for art 4470 with safety devices

5184

Sensor for feed bin 4474
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Feeding System for Cages

Finelinea per gabbie

4204 R

Float for industrial breeding. Satisfies the need for high pressure water capacity. The ø6mm nozzle allows perfect
operation up to a max. of 5bar

4205

Mini float for V channel; It can also be used in other applications where water regulation is required

4955 CL Pipe 75 cm
4955 BB Pipe 54 cm

4955 MB Pipe 3/4” 19x25
4955 090 Pipe 90 cm

42012 UV

8 lt tank with float (art.4204R). Available in multiple versions depending on
color | type | size | position of outputs
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TURKEYS

Corti
drinking
troughs
and
feeders have been designed
to meet the needs of turkeys
from the first hours of life.

DRINKING &
FEEDING SYSTEM

They offer the turkey clean water
and always fresh and palatable food
to allow the animals to develop their
genetic potential and guarantee
the best weaning and fattening
performance.

4260 R

Water Present ST drinker for weaning
22x22cm

4626|4627

Water present BT drinker for fattening
22x22cm|28x28cm

4455

Infinity feeder for weaning

4440T|4440 TL|4440 TP

Multiturkeys feeders for fattening
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PIPES &
FITTINGS
Fittings
Flex pipes and fittings
Fittings for square tube

Fittings

4791

Fitting T ø26,6mm F - 3/4”F - 3/4”F

4323

Fitting T ø16-18mm

4329V

Angular ø25mm for pipes in PVC

4327

4321

Joint ø22mm

4786

4329

4787

4330

4788

Angular fitting 90° ø22mm
Fitting T ø25-30mm

4331

Fitting T ø12-14mm

4733T

Joint for round tube ø26,6mm

4795

Linear fitting ø26,6mm F - 3/4” F

4351

Cross fitting ø22mm

4324

Fitting T ø20-22mm
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4792

Angular fitting ø26,6mm F ø26,6mm F

Angular fitting 90°
ø16-18mm

4724

Head ø26,6 mm for square tube
with gasket

4208

Hose connector outlet ø22mm

MF70111

Fitting T in PP 3/4” - 3/4”F

4744

3/4 ”threaded cap with gasket

4208N

Hose connector outlet Ø22mm

MF70311

Elbow 90° in PP 3/4” - 3/4”F

4797

3/4 ”M - 3/4” M nipple fitting with
gasket

4214

Tank outlet It 8 sect. 22x22mm

4314

Cap ø22mm

4798

Union union for pipe ø26,6mm

T ø26,6mm F - 3/4”F - ø26,6mm F
T ø26,6mm F - ø26,6mm F - 3/4”F
T ø26,6mm F - ø26,6mm F - ø26,6mm F

4790

T 3/4”F - ø26,6mm - 3/4”F

420104

420803N

4800

420802

Threaded cap 1/2”
Reduction 3/4”M - 1/4 F

3/4 ”F nut for 22mm outlet black
3/4 “gasket

4793

Angular fitting ø26,6mm F - 3/4”
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Flex Pipes & Fittings

4772Q

Rilsan spiral tube ø12x15mm

437501

4104 Black flex tube ø12x17mm
9101 Black flex tube ø9x12mm
4107 Black flex tube plass ø5,7x9,78mm
4105 Black flex tube ø5x8mm

437601

4108 Round tube øint30mm
transparent flex

4193 Flex tube trasparent

4723

T-fitting for end of line ø25mm
threaded 3/4 ”F

Angular fitting for transparent
tube

AI 005

4363 A

4363 AT

4363 AT26

Head-adapter t.s. 28x28| ø=26.6

Head-adapter t.s. 28x28 | 22x22

4363V | 4366

Clamps for joint
for pipes
22x22 and 28x28

4366V | 4363F
Clamps for joint
for pipes
22x22 and 28x28

4301

Flex head ø22mm for
square tube

4301R

4361 FO

Rigid ø22mm flex head
for square tube

Extension for 22x22mm
PVC pipe

4363 Q

Extension for 28x28mm
PVC pipe

ø19x24,5mm

End-of-line T-fitting for 3/4
“threaded square tube

28x28 rigid tube joint to be glued
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Fittings for Square Tube

Head-adapter t.s. 28x28| ø=22

4104 R

Screened flex hose
12.5 x 17 (1/2 “)

4369

Head for square tube with
sealing gasket, outlet ø22mm

4394

Joint for square tube with gasket

4367

Elastic joint for square
tube L: 12 cm

9307

Head for square tube ø10mm

43912 G

Head ø10mm double gasket for
square tube 9x12mm

4368

Joint for external square
tube with sealing gasket
L: 8cm

4317

43902 G

Head ø20mm double gasket for
19x24.5mm square tube

4725

Head for square tube ø26.6 mm for
connection to pressure regulator

Angle head for ø22mm
square tube

4368 A

Square tube corner rigid
joint 22x22cm
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ACCESSORIES
& MORE
Accessories for builders
of batteries
Drinking troughs, walls and
accessories for pigs
System of
nebulization
Other products
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Accessori per costruttori di batterie

9412|9413

Galvanized clip ø4mm L: 5mm
| ø6mm L: 7mm

9416

Clamp pliers, oetiker type

9411|9410

Pliers for ø4mm paper clip
| ø6mm

OFTCN 0001

Joint for air tube

OFTCN 000S

Cap for air tube

4590 M Clip CL 23-23.5 mm for
pneumatic stapler
9590 M CL 12-16,5mm

4395 2000

R-shaped hand protection profile L = 2mt

9660 Spring 21 spiral L=60mm
9661 Spring 28 spiral L=72mm
9662 Spring 36 spiral L=84mm
9663 Spring 56 spiral L=110mm
9664 Spring 66 spiral L=90mm
9665 Spring 71 spiral L=130mm

4398R 2000

Hand protection profile L=2mt

Designed for the protection of hands from injuries and for the containment of eggs, to
be applied to the extremity of the welded mesh

4896-4897

Brush for end-of-line
cleaning, 9cm | 12cm

48091

Energiser, useful when the animal is
standing on the watering line

9335

Plasticized cable ø5,2mm 970kg
app
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9338

Plasticized cable ø7,8mm 2600kg
app

6200

Pig dispenser
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BELTS for EGG COLLECTION & TRANSPORT

*

Welding machine

040180

400 watt ultrasonic welding machine for PP tape art. 268106

2680

Polypropylene woven tape width
from 9cm to 11cm

Perforated PP tape ø20mm

WIDTH from 20cm to 500 cm
THICKNESS from 1mm to 2.4 mm

BELTS for COLLECTING & DRYING MANURE
2681
BELT FOR MANURE COLLECTION

Smooth polypropylene tape
WIDTH from 100 mm to 2600 mm | THICKNESS
from 0.5 to 24 mm
LENGTH max. 1000m * x 1mm thick
* the length is variable according to the size of
the width.

2691
BELT FOR DRYING MANURE

Perforated polypropylene tape (hole Ø 4mm)
MDS type
WIDTH max. 2000 mm
THICKNESS from 1.2mm to 2.4mm
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* in each belt there is a substance that serves to slow down and prevent combustion processes (V2 Certification)

WELDING GUN

SONOTRODE

400 watt ultrasonic welding machine for PP
tape art. 268106
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Sistema di nebulizzazione

HIGH PRESSURE
53500 Stainless steel / brass nebulizer, for high pressure max 70 bar. The
micro-drop produced evaporates in a very short time without wetting
the litter, lowering the temperature. Includes drip valve fil. 3/16
53600 Stainless steel / brass nebulizer (as above) with water flow rate
higher than 20%

53300 CA Threaded tie in resistant resin for fixing the nebulizer on

53301 A

stainless steel tube ø12mm

Nebulizer tie ø12mm, 1/8“ thread

530020 Stainless steel tube ø12mm for high pressure nebulizers

53301

Nebulizer tie ø20mm, 1/8“ thread

MEDIUM PRESSURE
MEDIUM PRESSURE NEBULIZATION KIT

Internal stainless steel nebulizer, external plastic, 1/8 ”thread with antidrip valve, easy to disassemble.
The particular shape makes it adaptable to different types of installation
in use.

5320 A|5320 G|5320 V

Kit tie neb tube 20, 1/8“ thread

U: Ø 0,40mm

U: Ø 0,30mm

U: Ø 0,50mm

LOW PRESSURE
5370 Low pressure nebulizer type Br mounted

53301 A

Nebulizer tie ø12mm 3/16 “ thread

53301

Nebulizer tie ø20mm 3/16 “ thread

NEBULIZZATORE INOX

Nozzle available in different diameters 3/16 “ thread

NEBULIZZATORE OTTONE

Nozzle available in different diameters 3/16 “ thread

5110 Round PVC pipe for low
pressure ø20mm - øint 17mm

5114 Round PVC pipe for low
pressure ø20mm - øint 13 mm
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530010 T

T-fitting for misting
system øint 20mm

530010 A

Angular
connection for
misting system øint
20mm

530010 M

Fitting for misting
system øint 20mm
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Perches & more

6500060040

Perch for pigs and piglets 60x40 | height 5cm |
capacity 110Kg

6600060040

Perch for sows 60x40 | height 8 cm | capacity
250 kg

4400 S

Perch for poultry farming 90x60cm

4400 C|4400 L

Aviculture panel 60x100cm | 60x120cm

960924

Printed perch panel 495mm x 247,5mm

960914

Printed perch panel 495mm x 145mm

960935

Printed perch panel 495mm x 350mm

4500390500

Nest mat 39x50cm

8180

Gas breeder | infrared | 2,500cal / h for 500 animals
ca. | with safety valve

RO 500127

Printed perch panel L: 27 cm

RO 500251

Printed perch panel L: 51 cm
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DOMESTIC
BREEDING
Circular drinking troughs
Feeders for poultry farming
Drinking troughs for coniculture
Hobby drinkers
Incubators

Circular Drinking troughs

Feeders for Poultry Farming

8250

18 kg plastic hopper feeder for
chickens

8251

18 kg plastic hopper feeder for
chicks

8254

Lid for hopper feeders

4018

Plastic drinker with siphon 10lt

8252

8253

10kg plastic hopper feeder for chickens

4014

54

4012

Plastic 3lt siphon drinker

PLASTIC 3LT SIPHON DRINKER

4015

4013

Automatic circular drinker for chickens

10kg plastic hopper feeder for chicks

Plastic 5lt siphon drinker

4501

Chicks feeder plate ø40cm

8357

Winner plastic hopper feeder 12kg
approx. for chicks

8349|8350|8351|8346|8347

Feeder plate for chicks and pullets
50cm | 40cm | 30cm | 100cm | 75cm
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Drinking troughs for Coniculture

9002|9002 MF

Teardrop drinker with stainless steel
elastic connection, connectable
with flex hose ø9mm art 9101. The
tank must be positioned 20 cm
higher. The ideal position is 25 cm
from the bottom of the cage
| as ref. 9002 with MF T joint

Feeders & Accessories for Coniculture

9003|9003 MF

Teardrop drinker with stainless steel
screw connection and T-joint
| same as code 9003 but with MF T
joint

9503|950202

9008

Three-piece plastic bottle
holder

Nest for rabbits 37x25x15cm
| Net to cover the bottom of the
nest 35,4x23,7cm

960350 Seam for perch L = 50

Plastic profile for rabbits

cm

9006 R

Automatic drinker with bowl 12
cm 9006R24 Rubber

9007 R

Automatic 6cm bowl drinker
9006R24 Rubber

4510

Multi-purpose constant level
drinker
9006R24 Rubber

9601

960360 L=60cm|960373 L=73cm
960398 L=98cm|9603 L=100cm

9651

Plastic card holder 19x12cm handy
to facilitate writing, suitable for any
type of nest
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965001|965002

Plastic feeder with anti-rodent
edges 1.8kg app.
| lid

9652

Diazin: ideal for the wellbeing of animals and
breeding

965001 B|965002 B

Built-in nest for rabbits 39.5x24.5cm
| Nest net 31x16.5

9653

Long barrel gas point blank, for
disinfection and disinfestation of
cages and breeding rooms

9655

Rabbits scale capacity:
10kg
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Drinking troughs for Hobby Breeding

Fittings ø10mm
4307 Anti-rotation support
4332 Corner extension
4304 Extension 5,5cm

4028

Drinking trough for layers with elastic attachment, to be
applied to the trough 4005 with tray 4618, perfect for
small systems, it allows you to avoid the use of the square
tube. To be applied to the cage through the stainless
steel elastic attachment and the appropriate T-fitting.
Max 15 animals

4038

Drinking bowl with stainless steel screw
connection, like art 4028

9301

9304

4029

403001 Gasket for cap
403002 Plastic cap
403004 Seal ring for closure
403006 Case back holder
403007 Upper ring
403008 Case back

9311

Plastic reduction ø2210mm

9316

Tee ø10mm M / F
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Angular fitting ø10mm M/F

9305

Brass tap with hose connector
ø10mm

9308

Joint ø10mm

4039

Plastic drinker with siphon 28 lt

4505|4504

9303

Cross fitting ø10mm

Chick drinker with elastic attachment, like
art 4038 but equipped with automatic tray +
T-fitting. Also ideal for day-old chicks and boiler.
Max 20 animals

4030

Automatic
drinker
for
ornithology
| Automatic bowl drinker for quails

9302

T fitting ø10mm

Cap ø9mm

Chick drinker with elastic attachment, like
art 4028 but equipped with automatic tray +
T-fitting. Also ideal for day-old chicks and boiler.
Max 20 animals

4305 Extension 12cm
4308 Extension 9cm

9313

Corner joint ø10mm

9101

Black flex tube ø9x12mm

9314

Plastic hose outlet
ø10mm

264519

Mini filter with ø10mm
coupling

9333

1/8 ”conical threaded
cap

9309

Water intake for square
PVC pipe
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Accessories

Incubator

264801|264901

Plastic stick cover for heavy and
light pheasants

264498|264501

Glasses for layers and pheasants

264524|264525

Metal lip cover for pheasants |
Metal ring for pheasants

264518

Arrow for glasses and cap

264802|264902

Plastic ring for heavy and light
pheasants

26460125

Rubber pads for chicken plucking

2500 D|5000 D

Digital incubator
capacity approx 25 eggs | 50 eggs

5005

Automatic egg turning device

6060

Constant level plastic drinker for dogs, horses and
other animals. The highly resistant resin makes it
suitable even for large animals

26460125

Chicken plucker 220V - 50Hz - 0,5HP - 24 fingers
Before use, immerse the animal in hot water (55 ° C)
Productivity: 80 chickens / hour, single-phase motor
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